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Introduction 
 

486 responses were received through Smart Survey in total (0.47% of Jersey population1).  

6 additional responses were recorded manually and have been integrated into the larger 

data set in this report.  

The first Smart Survey response was received on Monday 13 March 2023 and the last 

response was received on Tuesday 9 May 2023, meaning the survey was active for a total of 

8 weeks and 1 day.  

Free text responses were categorised into popular categories. One respondent’s answer 

could have more than one category applied. Categories with less than 5 responses 

attributed to them were not included. 

  

 
1 On 21 March 2021 (census day), the resident population of Jersey was 103,267 – most recent gov.je statistics. 
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Respondent Demographics 

Q1. In what capacity are you completing this survey? (Drop-down menu) 
 

 

 

 

Of the ‘other’ category, categories not specified which came up more than 5 times were 

Architects (6) and Farmers (11). 17 of those who had selected ‘other’ could have been 

categorised into existing categories based on their answers.  

 

  

Private 
Individual, 398, 

81%

Tree Surgeon, 6, 
1%

Landscape Gardener, 
6, 1%

Builder or Developer, 
4, 1%

From an Environmental 
Organisation, 20, 4%

Other, 51, 10% Did not answer question, 
7, 2%
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Trees to Exclude from Policy 

Q2. Are there any specific types of trees that should be included in the list of 

exceptions, meaning that operations on these trees would not fall under the 

definition of "development"? (Free text responses) 

 

 

  

6

7

8

12

26

27

30

35

39

40

50

51

60

81

Palm

Poplar

Eucalyptus

Conifers

Invasive Species

Ilex (aka Holm Oak or Evergreen)

None should be exempt

Hedging

Non-Native Trees

Fruit Trees

All (or the majority) should be exempt

Leylandii

Sycamore

Trees in private gardens
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Operations to Exclude from Policy 

Q3. Are there any other operations that should be included in the list of 

exceptions, meaning that these operations would not fall under the definition 

of "development"? (Free text responses) 
 

 

 

 

  

7

12

14

16

16

20

22

24

25

31

37

42

55

78

Crown-Lifting

Damaged Trees (e.g. Storm / Disease / Dead)

Coppicing

Work Required for Farming Purposes

Trimming

Pollarding

Branchage

Thinning / Woodland Management

None

Tress Blocking Light

Hedge-Laying / Maintaining

Pruning

Trees Causing Danger / Nusience to People
or Property

Private Garden Maintenance
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Minimum Tree Protection Size 

Q4. The minimum size for a tree that would be protected by these Orders is 

8cm diameter at 1.5m above ground level. Is this about right or do you think 

that the minimum size should be smaller, or larger, than this? (Drop-down 

menu) 
 

 

 

  

This is about right, 66, 15%

You should protect 
smaller trees too, 

42, 9%

The minimum size should 
be bigger, so fewer trees 

are covered by the 
legislation, 341, 76%
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Woodland, Farms and Estates Approach 

Q5. Do we need to consider a different approach, rather than an individual 

tree approach, for the management of woodland, farms and estates? (Yes/No) 
 

 

Please provide more detail, and the reason for your answer. (Free text 

responses) 
 

 

Yes, 385, 84%

No, 74, 16%

5

6

6

9

11

14

Trees are good for the environment / health

There is a lack of trust that others will do the right
thing

Trees are being removed for developments

Habitats and biodiversity need to be protected

More control is needed

Every tree is different and should be treated on
an individual basis

Themes for "No because..."
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103

75

62

60

43

38

36

31

27

15

15

15

14

14

13

13

11

10

6

It creates too much work (for planning / for
individuals)

It is too costly to do tree by tree

It should be considerated by type of land/ by
area / tree type

Routine tree management is essential

It is too bureaucratic

It should be considered case by case

It impacts on personal rights

It will deter planting in the future

Current policies/maintenance is adequate -
lack of need to change

Offsetting would be a better approach

Pre-policy implementation trees should be
allowed to be removed

It would cause neglect due to inability to
maintain

It is impractical

Expertise is required

It is unsafe/ may cause danger/ damage

It is hard to enforce and police

An exemption Protection Tree Order List/
register should be considered instead

It is too broad

Encouraging landowners to maintain should be
the aim - this encourages mass destruction

Themes for "Yes because..."
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Case Publishing Details 

Q6. In those cases where a notification has been submitted and the Chief 

Officer has responded to confirm that the operation may proceed, should we 

publish these details? (Yes/No) 

 

Please provide more detail, and the reason for your answer. (Free text 

responses) 
 

 

Yes, 225, 50%No, 224, 50%

5

6

15

22

24

25

29

47

78

It should only be published if if it affects the
public

Unless requested / if appealed/ permission
needed

It would lead to objections and delays

It is unnecessary

It is too bureaucratic

It is costly

It increases the amount of admin/workload

It would result in 3rd party interference

It should be private / it is not of public
interest

Themes for "No because..."
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5

7

7

9

17

30

49

72

It can act as a guide for criteria of approval

It gives the opportunity to respond

It ensures accountability

It might reduce planning entries

It helps provide an explanation to planning
decisions

It ensures legislation has been followed

It is of public interest

It helps improve transparency

Themes for "Yes because..."
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